
5475  Concordance Study

5475 Mt 10:9 brass

5475 Mr 12:41 money

5475 Mr 6:8 money

5475 1Co 13:1 brass

5475 Re 18:12 brass

 

~~~~~~

 5475.  Strong's Dictionary Study

5475. chalkos {khal-kos'}; perhaps from 5465 through the idea of
hollowing out as a vessel (this metal being chiefly used for
that purpose); copper (the substance, or some implement or coin
made of it): --brass, money.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5475 -- brass, money.

5474   Interlinear Index Study

5474  REV 001 015 And his feet <4228 -pous -> like <3664 -
homoios -> unto fine brass <{5474} -chalkolibanon -> ,  as if
they burned <4448 -puroo -> in a furnace <2575 -kaminos -> ;  
and his voice <5456 -phone -> as the sound <5456 -phone -> of
many <4183 -polus -> waters <5204 -hudor -> .

5474  REV 002 018 .  And unto the angel <0032 -aggelos -> of the
church <1577 -ekklesia -> in Thyatira <2363 -Thuateira -> write
<1125 -grapho -> ;  These <3592 -hode -> things saith <3004 -
lego -> the Son <5207 -huios -> of God <2316 -theos -> ,  who
<3588 -ho -> hath <2192 -echo -> his eyes <3788 -ophthalmos ->
like <5613 -hos -> unto a flame <5395 -phlox -> of fire <4442 -
pur -> ,  and his feet <4228 -pous ->  [ are ]  like <3664 -
homoios -> fine brass <{5474} -chalkolibanon -> ;

 

~~~~~~

  chalkos 5475 -- brass, money.

* brass , 5470 , 5474 , 5475 ,
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* money , 0694 , 2772 , 2773 , 3546 , 4715 , 5365 , 5475 , 5536 ,

 

~~~~~~

   brass 5470 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  brass 5470 # chalkeos {khal'-keh-os}; from 5475; coppery: --
{brass}.[ql

  brass 5474 # chalkolibanon {khal-kol-ib'-an-on}; neuter of a
compound of 5475 and 3030 (in the implied mean of whiteness or
brilliancy); burnished copper, an alloy of copper (or gold) and
silver having a brilliant lustre: -- fine {brass}.[ql

  brass 5475 # chalkos {khal-kos'}; perhaps from 5465 through
the idea of hollowing out as a vessel (this metal being chiefly
used for that purpose); copper (the substance, or some implement
or coin made of it): -- {brass}, money.[ql

  brazen 5473 # chalkion {khal-kee'-on}; diminutive from 5475; a
copper dish: -- {brazen} vessel.[ql

  chalcedony 5472 # chalkedon {khal-kay-dohn'}; from 5475 and
perhaps 1491; copper-like, i.e. "chalcedony": -- {chalcedony}.[ql

  coppersmith 5471 # chalkeus {khalk-yooce'}; from 5475; a
copper-worker or brazier: -- {coppersmith}.[ql

  fine 5474 # chalkolibanon {khal-kol-ib'-an-on}; neuter of a
compound of 5475 and 3030 (in the implied mean of whiteness or
brilliancy); burnished copper, an alloy of copper (or gold) and
silver having a brilliant lustre: -- {fine} brass.[ql

  money 5475 # chalkos {khal-kos'}; perhaps from 5465 through
the idea of hollowing out as a vessel (this metal being chiefly
used for that purpose); copper (the substance, or some implement
or coin made of it): -- brass, {money}.[ql

  vessel 5473 # chalkion {khal-kee'-on}; diminutive from 5475; a
copper dish: -- brazen {vessel}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5475. Cross Reference Study

5475.

5475 chalkos  * brass , 5470 chalkeos  , 5474 chalkolibanon  ,
{5475 chalkos } ,

5475 chalkos  * money , 0694 argurion  , 2772 kerma  , 2773
kermatistes  , 3546 nomisma  , 4715 stater  , 5365 philarguria  ,
 {5475 chalkos } , 5536 chrema  ,
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~~~~~~

 5475 - chalkos -  Mat 10:09 brass

5475 - chalkos -  1Co 13:01 brass

5475 - chalkos -  Rev 18:12 brass

5475 - chalkos -  Mar 06:08 money

5475 - chalkos -  Mar 12:41 money
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